Abstract-The variable time delay and the packet loss degrade the performance of Internet based teleoperation system seriously, even make the system unstable. Building upon the results of our recent work in [1], a provably stable event-prediction based control strategy is proposed for variable delay teleoperation. A Path Governor(PG) at master site, Generalized Predictive Controller (GPC) at slave site and a model of variable delay within a predictive control frame work are used to improve the response transparence. A Sparse Multivariable Linear Regression (SMLR) algorithm is proposed to predict the next Round Trip Timedelay(RTT). According to the next RTT, the PG is designed to generate the future event which can be used to compute the robotic position that is the one when the command was transmitted to the slave robot. The GPC can generate the redundant control information to diminish the influence of the packet loss and the large time delay in the internet to the system. Finally, a Lypunov-based analysis of the performance and stability of the resulting system is presented. Experiment results with a wheeled robot teleoperation setup demonstrate that these strategies can dynamically compensate for the variable time delay and reduce the performance degradation induced by packet loss.
INTRODUCTION
In recent years, teleoperation over the Internet has received substantial attention from researchers because of wide availability and low cost of the Internet. Major difficult parts of Internet-based teleoperation are the varying time delay, packet loss, and disconnection which degrade the performance of teleoperation system severely, even make the system unstable, because it desynchronize the operator at master site and the robot at slave site. Stability, transparency and synchronization are among the main features that are desired in any teleoperation systems. However, ensuring these features in teleoperation systems, specifically Internet-based systems, is challenging. Scattering theory is applied to a bilateral teleoperation to successfully solve stability problem without any knowledge of internal dynamics of system [2] . Later the use of wave variables [3] was extended to variable delay, as in the case of the Internet [4, 5] . However, passivity property of teleoperation renders a rather conservative robust stability condition, and performance degradation with increasing time delay still remains a serious issue. It was shown that robust stability and transparency can be conflicting design goals in teleoperation systems [6] . In [7] , a rigorous analysis of the robust stability of a few bilateral teleoperation architectures with respect to time delay is present. Several variations of the wave transformation-based control approach have been developed to improve its transparency [8] [9] [10] . While most wave variable teleoperation controllers are based on a twochannel architecture, the work in [11] considered using such transformations with a four-channel control architecture. Furthermore, Linear controllers based on the -synthesis H theories have been developed to achieve robust stability and enhanced performance in the presence of uncertainties in the system dynamics [12] [13] . Used for teleoperation under long delays up to several seconds, predictive display-based controllers rely on accurate models of the task environment to provide the operator with a realistic delay-free simulated response of the remote manipulator and environment [14] . In [15] , the wave-based teleoperation controller is combined with a smith predictor, a Kalman filter, and an energy regurator to improve its transparency. Tarn and Xi [16] first introduced the event-based method to deal with stability and synchronization issues in Internet-based real-time teleoperation. Instead of using time as motion reference, this method chooses another motion reference which is different from time. As a result, the communication delay will have little effect on the stability of system. However, the event based control strategy is essentially a "moving and waiting" strategy. Under this condition, the environment does not change when the robot is stationary. With the extension of teleoperation, more and more robots must be working at the dynamical and unstructured environments, so the original event-based teleoperation evidently can not satisfy the requirements.
In our approach, we consider a car-driving metaphor to teleoperate the mobile robot. This metaphor consists in using q 1 as linear velocity reference, as if it was a gas pedal, and q 2 as angular velocity reference as if it were a driving wheel. This paper is organized as follows. In section II we describe configuration of the teleoperation system under Internet: an event-based Path Governor (PG), a predictor of RTT using II. MODELING AND CONTROL OF THE TELEOPERATION SYSTEM Traditionally, trajectories and signals in the teleoperation system are described as functions of time t. That is, traditional control systems take time as their motion reference. These kinds of systems suffer instability and desynchronization introduced by time varying delay. Intuitively, if non-time based motion reference is adopted by the control systems, time delay will have little effect on performance of the systems. This suitable action or motion non-time reference variable is called event which is directly relevant to output of the system and can efficiently carry sensory information of systems. The eventbased teleoperation system can schematically be described as shown in Fig.1 . Only if the motion reference s(kt) is greater than s((k-1)t), the operator at local site gives the command velocity, so that the command transmitted to the slave site is delayed by Round Trip Timedelay(RTT). Adding a time stamp to the command at local site, we can get the RTT in the past when these signals get back local site and predict the next RTT of internet (pTd), so the prospective path can be computed. 
A. PATH GOVERNOR
2) Apply ( ( )) ( ( ; , )) k r s t r s t kT kT s to the closed loop system only for ( , ( 1) ) t kT k T .
3)
Repeat the procedure at time (k+1)T until the task is been completed.
The PG is sketched in Fig.2 . 
Where v and v max are separately the velocity and the maximum velocity of the robot at slave site. is a positive scalar and very small. 
B. Prediction of Round Trip Time-delay
Many researchers found that it would be helpful if the timedelay could be known in advance in the process of teleoperation. Understanding, testing and analyzing of the Internet are our major work for the research of internet-based teleoperation. We treat the Internet connection as a black box.
Since it is very difficult to derive a physical model of the delay, and we use software tools to measure, over a given time interval, the round trip time-delay(RTT) of probing packets sent to the remote telerobot. The prediction of RTT follows upon the author's earlier work in [17] , in which, the RTT follows the shifted-gamma distribution and has long-range autocorrelation. In that paper, a novel sparse multivariate linear regression (SMLR) algorithm is proposed to predict the RTT, and that algorithm can catch up with delay changes automatically.
The following equation Ŷ XB (7) where is the statistical value.
To solve the variable selection problem (how many and which ones) in a regression model, we used the correlation between each variable x i with Y, where the variables with strong correlation with Y would be included in the model. The The relative precision of prediction of RTT is shown as TABLE I. The relative precision of prediction of RTT using the present predictive method is higher than using the method presented by Wang Qingpeng et al [18] . The optimal performance index at time k is as follow:
where E is expectation, y r the expectation of the output of the system, N 1 ,P the least predictive-step number and the largest predictive-step number, M the control-step number, q i , i the weight of the error of predictive and factual output and the weight of the increment of the controller output. In general, M is selected the number which can make the controller output change and the response of the system smaller. The expected output of the system is adopted as follows:
where w is the reference input from the operator, is constant. The smaller is, the system is more flexible and more robust, however that will slow down the speed of the response of the system. According to (10)(11), the optimal increment of the controller output can be written as follow:
Where y r is the vector of the expected output of the system. F is related to the input increment and the foregoing output of the system. G is the recurrence regression variable of but also P, M, and [19] .
The realization of the observable standard form of the robot can be defined as follow:
where eigenvalue of A is 1 and the dimension of the state function is n.
Finally, complete content and organizational editing before formatting. Please take note of the following items when proofreading spelling and grammar: Theorem 1 [19] : When the state function (10) is (i) stable and observable; (ii) M=N n, P-N n-1 and = 0, the increment of the GPC (12) can make the robot stable.
According to the above theorem, the telerobotic system can be stable under no timedelay if we select the appropriate parameters.
Theorem 2 [20] : If the original robot dynamic system(without remote human/autonomous controller) is asymptotically stable with time as its motion reference; and the new non-time motion reference ( ) s y is a (monotone increasing) nondecreasing function of time t, then the robotic system is (asymptotically) stable with respect to the new motion reference s. The stability of teleoperation system is proven independently of the specific human operator or the statistics of time delay [20] .
In the event-prediction teleoperator, theorem 2 is not sufficient to guarantee stability of the whole system. In this paper we extend the theorem to establish Lyapunov stability of the teleoperator when the predictive event is a nondeceasing function of time.
A system is defined by the equation (14) where u is the control input, and x is the state of the system, and y represents the output of the system. Suppose that the desired path is given by a parametric equation ( 
(t) s(t).
Proof: According to the above definitions and assumptions and inequation (16) , it is easy to show that * s (19) We can see that the Lyapunov function of the teleoperation system ( , ) V x s is positive semidefinition, and the derivative of Lyapunov function ( , ) V x s is negative semidefinition. According to the Lyapunov's stability, the new event-based teleoperation with predictive control strategy is (asymptotically) stable.
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
The new event-based predictive control strategy has been implemented on a server mobile robot. The mobile robot has three wheels. Only the two front wheels can be individually steered. The other wheel maintain straight forward configuration. We take two Internet-based teleoperation experiments. The operator of the first experiment is stay in Shenyang Institute of Automation(SIA), Shenyang, China, and the mobile robot is in SIASUN robotic company, Shenyang, China. The Round Trip Timedelay (RTT) is shown as fig.4 . It is shown that the RTT is not large but the RTT jitter is large. The relative predictive error being less than 10% is only 19.04%. Under this RTT prediction condition, the predictive event and the system event is shown as fig.5 . We can see that the predictive is greater than or equal to the system event, which is the sufficient condition of stability. The line velocity and angular velocity tracking curves are shown as Fig.6 and Fig.7 . The positive tracking curve by server mobile robot is shown in Fig.8 . The second experiment is between SIA, Shenyang, China, and Michigan State University(MSU), USA. The operator in MSU operate the mobile robot is SIASUN robotic company. The Round Trip Timedelay (RTT) is shown as fig.9 . It is shown that the most of RTT is between 270ms and 320ms, but the RTT jitter is small. The relative predictive error being less than 5% is up to 97.98%. Under this RTT prediction condition, the predictive event and the system event is shown as fig.10 . We can also see that the predictive is greater than or equal to the system event. The line velocity and angular velocity tracking curves are shown as Fig.11 and Fig.12 . The positive tracking curve by server mobile robot is shown in Fig.13 .
From Fig.6-8 , we can conclude that the prediction control not only make the teleoperation stable, but also can improve the tracking performance of the teleoperation. Comparing Fig.6-8 with Fig.11-13 , it is shown that the smaller the RTT jitter is, the better the performance is, regardless of the mean of the RTT. given path by operator tracking path using prediction 
